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Executive summary:
Company Introduction
Galvanize (formally known as ACL Services Ltd.) is a Canadian-based B2B SaaS company that builds
cloud-based security, risk management, compliance, and audit software to drive change in some of
the world’s largest organizations. In April 2021, Galvanize was purchased by Diligent Corporation
and became the world’s largest governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) SaaS company.

Challenges
After five years of significant growth and change – including a merger in 2019 that skyrocketed their
headcount – it became apparent to Galvanize that their original survey tool was no longer viable for
supporting the increasing complexity of their employee voice initiatives. Gathering and interpreting
employee feedback had become onerous, and a lack of sophisticated reporting functionality and
limited vendor support strained internal resources.

Goals
Galvanize wanted an agile, reasonably priced survey solution that:
Provided timely and accurate reporting
Safeguarded confidentiality
Focused on employee sentiment accuracy
Facilitated shorter, quicker, more frequent ‘pulse’ survey

Results
Employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS) increased by an average of 23
Overall Satisfaction Score increased to remain consistently above 85%
Change Management Score increased 19%
Learning and Development Score increased nearly 10%
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Company Introduction
Originally founded in 1987, Galvanize (formally known as ACL Services Ltd. and now a Diligent Brand) is
a B2B SaaS company that builds cloud-based security, risk management, compliance, and audit software
to drive change in some of the world’s largest organizations.
In April 2021, Galvanize was purchased by Diligent Corporation for USD $1 billion and became the
world’s largest governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) SaaS company. Pre-acquisition, Galvanize was
headquartered in Vancouver, British Columbia and had over 500 employees across the United States,
Canada, Europe, and Asia. The company was also named one of Canada’s Best Managed Companies in
2019 and 2020. With the acquisition, the company has now grown to 1,500 employees.

Challenges
In 2013 the company (then ACL) began surveying employees to understand employee engagement and
collect sentiment around existing and future business operations. After five years of significant growth
and change, it became apparent that the original survey tool was no longer viable for supporting the
increasing complexity of their employee voice initiatives. Gathering and interpreting employee feedback
had become onerous. A lack of sophisticated reporting functionality and limited vendor support strained
internal resources.
According to HR Operations Specialist Michelle Lee, some people were filling out the same survey twice,
but the company couldn’t intervene or troubleshoot. Data reliability was questionable, and reporting was
a nightmare.
“Once the surveys closed it would take us at least two weeks to compile the data,” says Lee. “We were
pulling together reports for each manager, each department, and by the time it got to leaders the data
wasn’t relevant and things had changed. We were dedicating too much time and needed a solution
that could help.”
It was around this same time that ACL joined forces with analyst-recognized leader in IT, vendor, and
security risk management solutions Rsam and rebranded to form Galvanize. This milestone saw the
company’s headcount leap from 250 to 500 employees.
How did the merger impact employees? How was senior leadership’s performance perceived, posttransition?
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Goals
Galvanize wanted an agile, reasonably priced
survey solution that:

So, they did what everyone does when they

Provided timely and accurate reporting

have a problem. They went to Google.

Reducing human error commonly associated with
misunderstood survey questions or manually
administrated data capture, tabulation, and
interpretation

WorkTango checked all the boxes with a
simple-to-use offering that also featured realtime data reporting and additional options
such as confidential conversations. Moreover,

Delivering superior reporting capabilities (by

WorkTango had significant experience

different attributes presented in different formats,

deploying Mergers and Acquisition Alignment

for example)

Surveys, instilling further confidence in their

Streamlining processes for faster, more agile

selection.

actioning
Including employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS)
data

Safeguarded confidentiality
Adopting a solution with third-party oversight—
effectively guaranteeing confidentiality, which
in turn instills a sense of trust in the platform
and gives employees the confidence to answer
questions authentically

Focused on employee sentiment accuracy
Achieving response rates that genuinely reflect
the sentiments of a growing workforce
Allowing for a deeper dive into reactions to the
merger—how employees were transitioning, how
Galvanize could offer better support

Facilitated shorter, quicker, more
frequent ‘pulse’ surveys
Which could be deployed at the company’s
cadence, with support as needed
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Outstanding customer support reviews
sealed the decision; in fact, Lee recollects,
“WorkTango established a great relationship
with us before we even got on board.”

The Solution
When choosing to partner with WorkTango, Galvanize was in the midst of major change. Support
from WorkTango’s customer success team was instrumental.
The process started by importing Galvanize’s survey data from previous years into WorkTango’s
platform—to retain baseline results for future comparative purposes.
WorkTango’s know-how and extensive library of scientifically validated questions made certain the
survey was designed to accurately measure employee engagement, and employee sentiment as
it related to the 2019 merger. Having significant experience deploying Mergers and Acquisition
Alignment Surveys, WorkTango was able to support Galvanize in tailoring their questionnaire and
designing a survey that suited the newly formed company’s unique needs.
“WorkTango has a lot of expertise and they put a lot of time, effort, research, and care into what
they put out,” HR Business Partner Rachel Kramer notes.
In advance of the survey deployment, WorkTango helped Galvanize with internal pre-survey
communication. This messaging was two-fold. The primary message was to emphasize the
confidentiality of all responses. This was a key consideration when Galvanize transitioned to
WorkTango. The company had struggled with anonymity and trust in the past, so communicating this
change was vital. The second prong of pre-survey communication was to give an overview of the
tool, what employees could expect and what the company was aiming to achieve.
HRIS data in general is notoriously hard to keep clean and up to date. As the survey rolled out,
WorkTango supported Galvanize in efforts to re-run and adjust employee data and refactor survey
results to account for those changes.
After the survey closed and results were in, WorkTango analyzed, interpreted, and reported survey
results. WorkTango has also delivered executive presentations to Galvanize to highlight key insights
and learnings while driving organizational change. All leaders across the organization who were
given access to the platform’s reporting dashboard were shown how to slice-and-dice results any way
they wished and were able to compare their results against similar technology organizations.
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Results
By leveraging both the software and services WorkTango provides, Galvanize was able to exceed
goals and push to new heights by collecting more feedback and implementing more changes than
they had in previous years.
With the support of WorkTango, Galvanize now surveys their employees quarterly (up from twice a
year) and plan to continue to do so as they grow and settle into the new working relationship with
Diligent.
Since the beginning of 2019, WorkTango has supported Galvanize in deploying 15 employee surveys
and continues to provide guidance on best practices, thought leadership, and most importantly,
effectively actioning survey results to create positive organizational change.
“We could see a lot of potential in WorkTango,” says Kramer “They were apt to take our
feedback to make improvements, which we really liked, so we could see ourselves growing with
WorkTango.”

Employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS)
increased from 37 to 60 from March 2019 to November 2020.
*Average eNPS score for Canadian technology companies is 29.

37

60

This was a valuable data point for Galvanize

let Galvanize measure and ensure employees

to monitor as their surveys tackled a multitude

were managing each change adequately.

of themes. It was a high priority because eNPS,
along with engagement, is a consistent measure
to accurately track how employees felt about the
company while events took place, whether that
was a town hall meeting, post-merger follow up
or anything in between.

In the case of COVID-19, Galvanize quickly
deployed surveys in March and May of 2020
to ask employees how they were handling the
shift to remote work and what could be done
better. The resulting eNPS score for both surveys
was higher than they had ever been (72 and

With the help of WorkTango, Galvanize moved

71 respectively). Galvanize was able to quickly

away from a bi-annual survey cadence to

understand the impact of their COVID response

quarterly for 2019 and in 2020—tracking their

and make the necessary changes to immediately

eNPS twice as frequently as previous years. This

improve the (work) lives of their employees.

agility was key to collecting feedback on the
organization’s response to large changes, such
as the merger in 2019 or the shift to remote work
due to COVID-19 in 2020. Having a platform
that could quickly deploy scientifically validated
surveys and deliver the results back in real-time
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As they created a culture of continuous
listening, took action, and implemented
change, the company’s eNPS increased by an
average of 23 in less than a year.

Satisfaction Score During an M&A Event
increased from 79% and remained consistently above 85%.

79

85

Galvanize asked their employees to provide

Collecting feedback on managing the Rsam

feedback on how the Rsam acquisition was

acquisition, employee job security, and acting

handled by the leaders of the organization.

on the concerns of employees attributed to the

Upon receiving feedback that some teams did

company’s increased Satisfaction Score.

not feel as though they had job security postacquisition, the CEO conducted a town hall to

The agility and real-time results delivered by

assure everyone that this process would be net

the platform made it possible for Galvanize

positive for all employees and departments.

to quickly and conveniently survey employees

Questions like “I feel secure in my role at the

and measure sentiment on any topic, in this

organization” were valuable in highlighting

case: employee satisfaction.

areas of the business where employees felt
vulnerable.

Learning and Development Score
increased nearly 10% in two years rising from 79%
in January 2018 to 88% in January 2021.

79

88

In 2018 Galvanize invested a lot of time and

Engaging with and collecting employee input

effort in their sales and people enablement

in a way that delivers continuous feedback has

by expanding the team and launching new

resulted in positive changes in the organization.

onboarding initiatives. This was facilitated in part

Learning and Development have accelerated as

through WorkTango’s confidential conversations

a result of leveraging WorkTango’s platform and

feature. Managers could respond to an

features.

employee’s confidential open-ended comments
to get further context. While follow-up questions
could be asked, employee confidentiality was
maintained throughout all exchanges. This
assisted manager development and helped
leaders adjust their personal management style
to better support their employees’ immediate
needs (i.e. in real-time).
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Change Management Score
increased significantly from 71% at the start of 2019
to 90% at the end of the first quarter of 2020.

71

90

When Galvanize (then ACL) acquired Rsam at

Questions provided by WorkTango, such as

the start of 2019, there was a lot of uncertainty

“What do you want to see completed in the

among employees regarding how they would fit

first 90 days of the Rsam acquisition?” proved

in the new design of the organization and how

informative and valuable to the leaders of the

leadership would be structured. Throughout the

organization; they flagged items that mattered

year, employees of Galvanize settled into the

most to employees and guided priorities during

new structure and the overall sentiment became

the first quarter of the acquisition.

more positive as employees became more
comfortable with the organizational shift.
Trended results from questions like:
“I feel secure in my current position” which increased from a
57% positive (in March 2019) to 77% positive (in September

77%

2019) and
57%

“I understand what the Rsam acquisition will mean for my role”
which increased from a 45% positive response rate (in March

86%

2019) to 86% positive (in September 2019)
illustrate the success of leaders’ actions as perceived by employees.

45%

While there was a lot of nervousness from both sides, by pulsing employees more frequently,
Galvanize fostered an environment of trust and safety which helped the company navigate the Rsam
acquisition successfully. This is reflected in their Change Management score increasing 19% in a
single year.
“We are able to immediately see what people are feeling in the moment as they are filling out the
survey and we start to develop a plan to address it right away” -Michelle Lee
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Conclusion
With the support of WorkTango, Galvanize now

Today, Galvanize takes full advantage of both

surveys employees quarterly (up from twice a

the software and services WorkTango provides

year) and plan to continue to do so as they settle

by deploying an unlimited number of surveys at

into the new working relationship with Diligent.

their leisure, while also tapping into WorkTango’s

Since the beginning of 2019, WorkTango has
supported Galvanize in the deployment of 15
employee surveys and continues to provide
guidance on best practices, thought leadership
and most importantly, effectively actioning survey
results to create positive organizational change.
“I love working with WorkTango, it saves me so
much time and the surveys are easy to set-up.”
- Michelle Lee
The ability to collect feedback, track the
sentiment of employees, slice-and-dice data, and
quickly act on that feedback—combined with
the agility that comes with the platform—gave
Galvanize everything the company needed from
an employee engagement vendor, and more.

survey expertise whenever needed. Collecting
sentiment on anything from internal company
initiatives and COVID measures, to mergers and
acquisitions or onboarding are some of the base
functionalities given to all WorkTango clients at a
single price unlimited survey offering.
What initially began as an engagement/
acquisition survey quickly developed into
subsequent pulse surveys and eventually turned
into a full-fledged active-listening approach that
covers the employee lifecycle.
In April of 2021, Galvanize was acquired by
Diligent and will launch another M&A survey
to repeat the effectiveness of their previous
acquisition initiatives and follow-up with their new
employee population.
“The service lived up to the hype, it wasn’t a
surprise,” says Rachel, “but I am still impressed
with the continued level of service provided by
WorkTango.”

Book a Demo

